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Abstract
The CATV industry sees itself as extending

to become a FSN (full service network) provider,
and so would like to offer data services, notably IP
(Internet Protocol) connectivity. Cable companies
have the raw network capacity to the home that
gives them the potential to offer broadband services
that can not be matched by traditional
PSTN/modem connectivity. In the home, SoHo
(small-office/home-office) and SME (small-to-
medium enterprise) environments, use of applica-
tions such as electronic mail and the World Wide
Web (WWW, the Web) are proving to be very
popular and effective. Also applications allowing
such functions as conferencing are becoming avail-
able. Broadband residential services will enable
cheap accessibility of such functions from the CPN
(customer premises network). Internet users have
the following requirements:

• a familiar integration interface for the CPN
• a flexible service offering
• secure communication
• addressing and routing should follow current

and evolving Internet models
• full Internet services

This paper highlights some of the major is-
sues involved in considering the provision of such
residential broadband Internet services, notably:

• a suitable network infrastructure
• provisioning of connectivity
• availability of technology

These issues are being investigated by the
authors as part of the European Framework IV
ACTS project IBCoBN (AC101).

I. Introduction
Most current home, SoHo (small office/home

office) and SME (small to medium enterprise) users
(we will group them as residential users in this pa-
per) must use a modem and a normal analogue
PSTN line to connect to the Internet, via their ISP
(Internet service provider). Affordable computing
equipment, high competition amongst ISPs and
cheap PSTN access via local PoPs (points of pres-
ence) have made such connectivity easily accessible

to the population at large. In many cases, this has
resulted in poor performance of servers, slow access
speeds to some providers and over-subscription.
Two of the these factors can be overcome by suffi-
cient resourcing by the ISP1 – the one that can not
be overcome is the access speed to the ISPs. The
PSTN analogue local loop is becoming saturated
and it is unlikely that modem speeds can increase
significantly2.

ISDN (integrated services digital network)
has had limited implementation, with some coun-
tries providing greater coverage that others [1].
Leased-line solutions are generally too expensive for
home users and for many SME users. The summary
in Table 1 shows the typical snapshot of costs of
these services in the UK at the time of writing.

Service Data
rate
[Kb/s]

Instal-
ation
costs

Fixed
running
costs
(per
year)

Call
charges
(per
minute)a

Interface
or
adapter
cost

PSTN 28.8b 175.00c 150.00d 0.02 120.00

BR-
ISDN

64/128 650.00e 600.00e 0.02 400.00+f

Leased-
lineg

64+ 1500.00+ 6500.00+ – 1500.00+

Table 1: Typical connectivity service costs in the UK
(all costs approximate, in ECU)

Notes for Table 1:

a) Local rates, off peak – nearly all ISPs offer local
PoPs. Some CATV networks provide free local calls
during off-peak hours.

b) Capability of highest speed modems using proprietary
technology is actually 33.6Kb/s but the current stan-
dard is 28.8Kb/s (using compression).

c) This is the cost if you need to have a phone line in-
stalled – most people do have a phone line and so one
might consider this cost to be zero.

d) BT residential customer rate.

                                                       
1 Experience in the US has shown that free local phone

calls lead to lengthy Internet access, which has lead to
heavily congested services.

2 1997 sees the arrival of “modems” with data receive
rates of 56Kb/s and transmit rates of 28.8Kb/s. How-
ever, such modems will require new digital tranceiver
equipment to be present at the ISP and one could argue
that these devices are not strictly “analogue modems”.
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e) BT “Low-Start” rate.
f) ISDN adapters vary in price from passive adapter

cards that just offer bit pipes, to sophisticated ISDN
TAs (terminal adapters). This price is for an adapter
card giving fairly basic connectivity.

g) This is the cost for 64Kb/s. Rates up to 2Mb/s are
available but the cost is considerably more.

Not all ISPs have ISDN or leased-line access.
There is clearly a market for a low cost (of the order
of the PSTN service) high capacity data service for
the residential market. The cable companies have
the raw network capacity in the ground to provide
it. If a suitable network architecture can be found,
coupled with a suitable pricing policy, CATV net-
work operators have the potential to exploit the
growing Internet services market. This could hap-
pen either by becoming ISPs themselves or offering
high quality, high data rate connectivity between
existing ISPs and CATV subscribers. There is the
potential to provide differing degrees of connectivity
(data rates and services) to residential and business
users in a flexible manner.

This paper looks at some of the service and
technology issues faced by the cable companies in
providing data services and in particular Internet
connectivity to the residential market.

• Section II lists the requirements of Internet us-
ers.

• Section III examines the issues for provisioning
Internet services in a residential environment.

• Section IV looks at the technology constraints
that apply, including the CPN, the provider net-
work and IP itself.

• Section V provides a short summary of the dis-
cussion in this document.

II. The requirements of Internet users
Typically, the services required by today’ s

Internet users with high-capacity access are:

U1. real-time, interactive communication: many
of the services that today’ s users would like to
have involve them being able to interact closely
and in real-time with that service (e.g.
audio/video conference).

U2. access to multimedia resources: users would
like to have network access to sound, still pic-
tures, video images, graphics and information
databases as easily as they can listen to their
stereo, watch a video recording, or use a multi-
media CD-ROM.

Additionally, in the short-to-medium term,
the following will also be necessary:

U3. secure communication: users may wish to
protect their transmitted data from being ob-

served, modified, forged or replayed by a hostile
third party, and have similar assurances about
the data they receive. Parents may wish to im-
pose controls on the sites that their children can
receive data from.

U4. many-to-many (group) communication: peo-
ple need to interact with each other in order to
work (and for social reasons), so the network
should allow multi-party communication.

U5. flexibility in use of the network: users do not
wish to pay for a high capacity service which
they rarely use, however, they would like the
ability to have high data rates at times, on de-
mand.

From this list of user requirements, we can
write the following functional requirements:

F1. high speed, low latency communications: to
support real-time, interactive applications.
(Addresses U1 and U2.)

F2. a data-transparent, integrated services net-
work: the network architecture should allow
the transport of many types of data on the same
network. (Addresses U1 and U2.)

F3. security services and mechanisms: deploy-
ment of facilities such as encryption, digital
signatures and exchange of certified tokens to
give privacy, proof of origin of data, and
authenticity of sender. Configurable firewall
technology for filtering data would also be use-
ful. (Addresses U3).

F4. multicast capability: to allow easy group
communication. (Addresses U4.)

F5. resource reservation mechanisms: IP users
(applications) should be able to signal the net-
work of their resource/traffic and QoS require-
ments for a particular media flow or logical (IP
based) connection. (Addresses U5.)

A similar list is also presented in [2]. Note
that the provision of certain aspects of F2 may rely
on the provision of F4 and F5. The provision of F5
would be useful to the network provider for the pur-
poses of network management. It could also be used
for accounting and billing purposes. Mechanisms
for providing F3, F4 and F5 inevitably require some
state information to be maintained somewhere in
the network. Scaling issues concerning such infor-
mation have to be considered carefully – the amount
of state information that is required, how it is dis-
tributed and how often it is refreshed. Discussion of
such issues is outside the scope of this paper.

III. Residential service requirements
It is instructive to look at the current model

of some typical residential users:
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• Today’ s home user will probably be an Internet
enthusiast who has an interest in computers.
Such a user may only require F1 and F2, al-
though parents may wish to use some sort of se-
curity service to restrict access to their children
(F3). Many such users will be hobbyists and will
not have requirements for the functionality of-
fered under F3, F4 and F5.

• The SoHo user would make use of (multimedia)
e-mail services and file transfer, and possibly be
able to access some technical information avail-
able somewhere within the Internet. If this user
is a teleworker, his/her employer may make re-
sources available for use electronically via file
servers and information servers such as FTP,
Gopher and WWW.

• A SME user might have a leased line connection
to an office and provide internal IP-based serv-
ices (Intranet services) as well as offering public
access to some services such as WWW and FTP
servers. Such a user may support access to SoHo
workers and teleworkers.

SoHo and SME users are business users, and
they may need to use functions offered under F3, F4
and F5 for the purposes of their business. A home
user may not need these functions. This distinction
is important for the provider in determining the way
in which services should be deployed and offered to
potential users. Many home users may comment
that, “My 28.8Kb/s modem is too slow for my
needs.” This may be true, but it is also likely that
the Internet resources that they are trying to access
with such a modem are in a (geographically3) re-
mote location, to which that user has slow access. In
many cases, the bottleneck is not the local-loop but
is somewhere within the “Internet cloud”. The SoHo
and SME user, however, is likely to be relatively
close to the resources with which they interact and
the people for whom they provide services, e.g. the
teleworker scenario.

Additionally, in order to appeal to a wider
range of home users, and not just the Internet en-
thusiasts, the Internet technology needs to be acces-
sible to a much wider range of people. For example:

• access to local services and information, e.g.
local council information, library holdings etc.

• communication between local businesses, e.g.
some towns have internal mail services for

                                                       
3 Geographic location is not necessarily indicative of ease

of access via IP, but can often be taken as a good hint –
the UK to US link, for example, can sometimes be a
few hundred b/s so access to US sites is generally slow.
However, it is possible that a local PoP number for an
ISP is routed for hundreds of miles before accessing lo-
cal resources.

document delivery. This could be achieved elec-
tronically.

• local transport information timetables, travel
conditions, etc.

• home banking, home shopping, entertainment
schedules, etc.

These services are neighbourhood services,
and could be based around information held very
locally. However, the kinds of people who need
these services often do not have access to the
equipment required to obtain these services. An
interface that uses a normal PC, keyboard and
mouse is too complex for users accustomed to a re-
mote-control handset. This could change in the near
future. If this kind of network technology proves to
be the best delivery system then suitable interfaces
will develop.

III.A Neighbourhood Intranet
The discussion above outlines a current sce-

nario that can be summarised in the following
points:

N1. High speed connectivity is not often of great
benefit to home Internet users: such users ac-
cess remote services where the data has to trav-
erse paths which include links that are slower
than the local link to the PoP. The many na-
tional and European initiatives which encour-
age the deployment of fast data networks may
change this in the future, but in the short- to
medium-term, much of the wide-area Internet
remains slow and lossy.

N2. SoHo and SME users often have need for
high data rates in a localised area: telework-
ers businesses and organisations that offer lo-
cal-area and metropolitan-area services could
benefit from the services and information of-
fered via local and metropolitan high-speed
networks.

N3. Provision of local information and services:
these could be provided and accessed at high
speed if the data was routed locally, i.e. within a
neighbourhood space.

N4. Residential users need access to infrastruc-
ture: residential users do not have the correct
equipment and this could still be true even if N3
could be put in place.

Cable TV companies in Europe are consid-
ering the provision of data services as they aim for
their networks to become FSNs. Some Cable TV
companies in the USA are already offering high
speed data services based on a neighbourhood LAN
model. They offer shared-media access to data rates
from several hundred Kb/s to about 10Mb/s. One
way in which such networks could be used is by
addressing the points N1 to N4:
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• Allow a range of connectivity services: caters
for the home user, the SoHo user and the SME
with a different set of connectivity and service
packages.

• Encourage local businesses and organisations:
the available network capacity is best used lo-
cally, so the services and information should be
local too.

• Provision of technology to allow access to local
services: provide a box in the user’s home that is
easy to use but allows access to the local infor-
mation and services (e.g. “network computers”
operated from a simple handset).

The ACTS project IBCoBN (AC101) in-
volves European cable companies and equipment
manufacturers. They are looking at the provision of
a data channel on the existing (and future) CATV
infrastructure, in order to provide broadband serv-
ices using ATM (asynchronous transfer mode). To
carry IP over ATM is known technology, and so it
becomes possible to offer broadband IP services
locally. One scenario of such an offering is to con-
sider a neighbourhood Intranet. This would have
its own local servers (e.g. FTP, WWW) and offer
high speed, low cost access to this information.

III.B Cost
There are still some factors concerning cost

that need to be resolved. While it would be expected
that the CATV operator would pay for the network
installation and devise a suitable charging structure,
many subscribers might still be reluctant to pay for
an advanced STB and home computer themselves.
While the costs of home computers are decreasing,
it can still cost around 1000ECU for low-end mul-
timedia PC and suitable software. This would dis-
courage the widespread use of a neighbourhood
Intranet. If the cost was met by some sort of (local,
national or European?) funding initiative to provide
such equipment, then perhaps the take-up of these
services would be more successful, e.g. akin to the
MiniTel deployment model in France. Another
model might be to try and encourage the cable op-
erator or service provider to provide the user's ac-
cess equipment free of charge and recoup the cost
through the charges for services. However, current
trends seem to indicate that “network computers”,
which can use the TV as a display and offer a
browser-type interface, may be available for around
400ECU and the end user would be expected to pay
this cost.

IV. Technology issues
The previous two sections looked at some re-

quirements and service issues. Here, we discuss
issues concerning the technology required for

broadband IP services. In particular, we focus on
some specific questions in connectivity technology
(for both the CPN and the provider network) and
the use of IP.

The CATV community is considering the use
of ATM in the sub-network, and is especially look-
ing to offer digital entertainment channels in the
future. ATM has been designed to be data transpar-
ent, and allow the use of QoS control features. The
mainly analogue networks services, will in the fu-
ture, be delivered in digital form. This will allow
very flexible use of the network, as well as making
it possible to offer services such as VoD (video on
demand). The transition from analogue to digital
will not result in the immediate use of baseband
ATM transmission: the existing analogue channels
will be used, but will carry ATM streams. The use
of ATM in the provider network raises some issues
that are addressed in the rest of this section.

IV.A The CPN and the access network
The CPN (customer premises network) may

be just a single computer, in the case of the home
user, or a LIS (logical IP sub-network), in the case
of the SoHo and SME user. The manner in which
the CPN  connects to the provider network may
have implications for the way in which the routing
and addressing is achieved within the CPN. For
example, if the connection is a traditional “dial-up”
service, the addressing and routing architecture
within the CPN may be different compared to when
the interface to the CPN represents a direct Internet
connection.

LIS

CPN

                  router

CPN          customer premises network
LIS            logical IP sub-network

provider
network

Figure 1 Connection of a logical IP subnetwork

A SoHo or SME user, may want to connect a
LAN, such as Ethernet, to the provider network.
This would make the CPN a LIS, and so we need a
routing function between provider network and the
CPN, as recommended in RFC1009 [3] (Figure 1).
Indeed, many companies use such a configuration
as an IP firewall. The routing function could reside
within the customer's equipment. However, if it is
realised within the STB, this would allow the cable
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operator to have important management control at
the IP level, as most cable companies currently own
the STB.4

From the CPN to the provider network, it
makes sense to adopt an interface that is currently
used in (or is easily adaptable to) a LAN environ-
ment, in order to allow ease of connection to pro-
spective users. The use of a MAC interface would
allow existing IP applications to run unmodified.
However, for the future provision of F4 and F5 (and
possibly F3), the use of this interface may be need to
be modified.

To allow the CPN to be connected to the ca-
ble network, we require some equipment that will
perform a similar function to the one which a
(normal) modem performs for the PSTN – trans-
form and modulate the digital information for
transmission on the cable and also decode data from
a similarly received signal. This requires a RF
(radio-frequency) modem, commonly called a cable
modem. There are two main points of interest con-
cerning cable modems:

a) physical/electrical interface/protocol (level 1)
b) link level interface/protocol to use (level 2)

Neither of these functions are currently
documented as ratified standards within the cable
community. However there is much activity to re-
solve this problem under the charge of various stan-
dards bodies. The main players here are the cable
companies themselves, setting up their own pro-
prietary solutions with a wide variety of service of-
ferings, with data rates ranging from 128Kb/s to
10Mb/s on a shared media. These follow a neigh-
bourhood LAN model.

IV.B The provider network
It is useful to consider some of the issues

within the set-up of the provider network, because
they directly affect the CPN. The first consideration
is that we have assumed that the provider network
will use a “suitable” sub-network technology, how-
ever we have not yet determined what is “suitable”.
The data services must be built bottom-up on exist-
ing network infrastructure.

Data access to the CATV networks will be
via a RF modem that operates in the region 5MHz
to 40MHz (approximately). There exists some
bandwidth in the range 550MHz to 850MHz
(approximately), but current plans are to use this for
digital TV channels. However, as these channels are
seen at the CPN, some of these may also be usable
for data (e.g. for a separate downstream data chan-

                                                       
4 The subject of who owns and/or pays for (and controls)

the STB is considered by some to be a political issue.

nel). The amount of bandwidth available to provide
the upstream capability is fairly restricted. The use
of this upstream channel would be shared by the all
the users connected to a common local distribution
point, and so the scaling potential of any system
used is an important factor.

IV.B.1 The ATM network model
If a MAC interface is chosen for access from

the CPN to the provider network, a function that
could map between the ATM interface and the
MAC interface would be required, for instance the
ATM Forum's LANE Emulation model [4]. The
interface offered at the STB would be important for
the residential user too; an ATM adapter card for a
PC can currently be up to an order of magnitude
greater in cost that an Ethernet adapter card. If a
non-MAC interface is offered, (ideally) a transpar-
ent address translation/resolution and protocol
mapping would be necessary via the STB or some-
where in the provider network.

The other option, which might be used in the
short term (especially for residential users), is to
offer dial-up type access, in a similar model to to-
day’s method of using a modem to connect to an
ISP, but of course, at higher speed, for instance by
use of an ATM SVC (switched virtual circuit). In
this case, a standard interface to the SVC would be
required, otherwise each CATV network operator
would need to provide the software required by the
subscriber’s machine for each particular cable mo-
dem, as well as the cable modem itself.

For the purpose of deploying IP, the IETF
(Internet Engineering Task Force) has set up several
working groups. The IETF working groups (WGs)
of interest are:

• IPATM (IP over ATM) WG: developing stan-
dards for routing and forwarding IP packets over
ATM subnetworks.

• ROLC (Routing over Large Clouds) WG:
develops standards for wide area internetwork-
ing.

• INTESRV (Integrated services) WG: devel-
oping standards for the end-to-end controlled
QoS for integrated services over IP.

• Network WG: responsible for forwarding gen-
eral Internet standards, including the current
activity to define the new version of IP, IPv6.

Considering first F1 and F2, an excellent ex-
position of the issues is given in [5], which also
serves to summarise some of the IETF work. The
“Classical IP over ATM” model is documented in
[6]. RFC1577, proposes the use an of ATM address
resolution protocol (ATMARP). The LIS routers
could also be used as ATMARP servers. The [6]
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solution has advantages in that it is a simple and
widely used model, employing mechanisms that are
current practise, and so the strengths and weak-
nesses of this set-up are well understood. This is not
the only solution offered.

Another solution to the ATM connectivity
problem is proposed by the ATM Forum in the form
of LANE (LAN emulation). This transparently
emulates a MAC-based subnetwork at Layer 2 over
an ATM network. Whilst having the advantage that
it presents a familiar LAN interface to attached sta-
tions, the current LANEv1 does not scale well to the
wide area, and interconnection between LISs still
makes use of routers in the same way as for Classi-
cal IP over ATM. These deficiencies are being ad-
dressed by the ATM Forum in the specification of
LANEv2.

User-to-network signalling is supported at
the ATM UNI (user-network interface) in the form
of the ATM Forum’ s UNI specification. The signal-
ling system for ATM uses Q.2931, whilst most In-
ternet users employ RSVP (Resource Reservation
Protocol) [7] or ST2+ [8]. There is activity within
the IETF to define a method of mapping RSVP
primitives to Q.2931.With ATM, therefore, it seems
easily possible to provide F1 and F2, with solutions
to F4 and F5 receiving much attention and expected
to mature rapidly.

IV.B.2 IEEE P802.14 WG and ATM Fo-
rum Residential Broadband (RBB) WG

The IEEE P802.14 work and ATM Forum’ s
RBB WG have been looking into the provision of
broadband capability in the same domain as CATV
networks. Most of the current work focuses on the
provision of ATM services on HFC networks. A
summary of the P802.14 work is presented in [9].
[9] also states that the two competing protocol
stacks are as shown in Figure 2 (the “ATM
Friendly” stack and the “ALL ATM” stack), sug-
gesting that the ATM Friendly stack is likely to be
chosen as its access interface is consistent with both
the ATM Forum model and the IEEE 802 LAN
model. This would also then allow easy transition of
IP applications onto such networks, and allow use of
the neighbourhood LAN model (see below). This
will provide F1, F2 and F4 but further investigation
would be required to comment on suitability to pro-
vide F5.

In Figure 2, the upper part of the diagram
has been added by the authors to show how IP could
be provided at the appropriate interfaces. IP would
be able to work over either stack, though in the ALL
ATM stack, the ATM interface may not be available
as depicted.

ATM

802.14

PHY

AAL

PHY

ATM

802.14

802.1/2

ATM Friendly ALL ATM

ATM    asynchronous transfer mode IP      Internet protocol
AAL     ATM adaptaion layer TCP  transmission control protocol
PHY     physical layer UDP  user datagram protocol

AAL5

IP

TCP UDP

application level protocols

802.1/2

Figure 2: Possible protocol stacks for provision of IP
over IEEE P802.14 and ATM Forum RBB

IV.B.3 The neighbourhood LAN model
Another connectivity strategy, currently be-

ing brought into service in the US, is the use of
neighbourhood LANs. As the name suggests, these
offer full-time connectivity, residential broadband
data services. A typical set-up is shown in Figure 3.

This set-up uses a RF modem to connect to
the existing cable infrastructure in order to realise a
direct IP connection. The machine directly con-
nected to the RF modem additionally needs an
adapter card. The IP traffic is taken to the Internet
via a hierarchy of IP routers. The ISP which eventu-
ally takes the IP traffic need only furnish a single
connection to the CATV provider network, as op-
posed to the many hundreds it may need if offering
the IP services using a dial-up approach. The
maximum coverage of such a LAN is expected to be
about 200Km in round-trip length.

This model has the advantage that it is easily
installed on existing infrastructure, with little or no
extra switching and transmission capability required
(however support for use of the return path within
the network and at the head-end is required, as well
as the provision of the IP-based application services,
of course). Unfortunately, due to the restricted
spectrum allocation for the upstream channel in
some installations, the IP data must compete with
interactive TV, telephony and other data services
for bandwidth. The current disadvantage with this
system is that there are no standards for such con-
nectivity and the solutions are all proprietary. Work
is underway within IEEE – IEEE 802.14 Forum – to
define standards for such residential broadband ac-
cess, but these could take 2+ years to mature.
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set-top
box

cable
modem

TV channels

network
termination

provider
network

existing
cable

installation

cutomer premesis network

Internet
service
provider

Internet

Figure 3 Neighbourhood LAN model

If LAN connectivity is available, then solu-
tions and mechanism for providing F1, F2 and F4
for the Internet user over LAN environments are
known and these could be adapted relatively easily
for use over the neighbourhood LAN. However, the
realisation of F5 needs some attention in the LAN
environment.

IV.B.4 The DAVIC network model
DAVIC (Digital Audio-Visual Council) is

also looking at the provision of Internet services
within its own framework [10]. In fact, the Internet
protocols – TCP, UDP and IP – form part of the
DAVIC specification for use in signalling and net-
work management. There is the possibility that the
DAVIC considerations may result in the use of
MPEG-2 as a level 2 mechanism. The system pro-
posed allows the subscriber or application to select
an Internet service over a DAVIC network. In this
model, Internet access is available as would be any
other DAVIC service. It can be individually se-
lected, and all traffic for that service (i.e. IP pack-

ets) is directed via a server providing an IP service.
Use of such a set-up, whilst conforming to the
DAVIC model, is not fully investigated or well un-
derstood with respect to the functional requirements
F1 to F5 listed previously. This model would proba-
bly allow F1 and F2 to be realised by defining suit-
able encapsulation methods. It seems plain, how-
ever, that provision of F4 and F5 could be very dif-
ficult. Although DAVIC does support U-N (user-
network) signalling, this is provided by using DSM-
CC (Digital Storage Media – Command and Con-
trol) [11]. To allow IP users to make use of this, the
RSVP and/or ST2+ protocols (see below) would
need to be mapped to DCM-CC, and mechanisms to
enable such facilities are not supported by the
DAVIC architecture. Furthermore, with any central
server-based system, there are bound to be scaling
problems. However, such a service may not be per-
ceived by a subscriber to be very different from the
current dial-up services using modems and the
PSTN. This may offer a short-term solution to pro-
viding simple, but useful, IP connectivity.

IV.B.5 The IETF IPCDN model
At the time of writing, the IETF had recently

set up a WG to look at the provision of IP connec-
tivity over cable networks [12]. This WG is called
IP over Cable Data Networks (IPCDN) and will
examine the IP routing, addressing, address resolu-
tion and connectivity. This WG is currently estab-
lishing a network model to act as a framework in
which it will define procedures for providing IP.
IPCDN WG has a different objective than the other
models mentioned in this section – it is looking
more at level 3 (IP level) issues rather than level 1
(physical) and level 2 (data link) issues.

IV.B.6 Network management
It is proposed that SNMP (simple network

management protocol) [13, 14] be used for the
management of DAVIC-based networks and serv-
ices. This is not an unreasonable choice considering
that SNMP is considered widely to be the de facto
industry standard for network-element manage-
ment. There are already MIBs (management infor-
mation bases) defined for the management of ATM
systems [15, 16] and DAVIC has also produced
MIB definitions [17, 18] for use on  its own network
model. SNMP is an Internet protocol and uses UDP
(user datagram protocol). So, if SNMP is used for
network management and the management func-
tions required are extended to the STB, then there
will be IP connectivity to every cable user! It is un-
likely that the current IPv4 address space could cope
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with this demand5, but the standards for IPv6, with
its greatly expanded address space, are now agreed
and IPv6 implementations and products are now
appearing. Site-local and link-local IPv6 addresses
could be used to great effect in a neighbourhood
Intranet.

IV.C The Internet Protocols
The current Internet Protocol is IPv4 [19].

This is undergoing some considerable revision at
the moment, and there are standards proposed for
the new version of IP – IPv6 [20]. IPv4 has been
used to provide a best-effort service. A significant
change from IPv4 to IPv6 is that the current 32bit
IP address space will become 128bit. Along with
this is the proposal that the current flat routing sys-
tem be updated with the use of the new address
space to provide a hierarchical addressing mecha-
nism that would make routing simpler, more effi-
cient and easier to manage [21]. This may have
implications for the address space which a SME
might wish to use within its CPN. However, a de-
tailed discussion is outside the scope of this paper.

Current IP technology usually provides F1,
but the exact nature of the connectivity may affect
the service received by the user – a UCL connection
into JANET or SuperJANET (ATM-based academic
network) provides F1, whilst a residential user us-
ing dial-up access would not get the same level of
service. Hence, the provision of F1 from the CPN
and provider network is important. The DAVIC
model, ATM model and the neighbourhood LAN
should all be able to provide F1. Additionally,
RFC1889 [22] documents RTP – a transport proto-
col for real-time applications which is designed
specifically to cater for such uses as interactive,
real-time audio, video and simulation (e.g. virtual
reality). IPv4 was designed to allow any data type to
be transmitted, although it was mostly designed for
robustness in the face of partial network failure
rather than to provide facilities for real-time traffic.
Coupled with some of the resource control and QoS
control mechanisms, and the protocols mentioned
below, IPv4 can provide F2 and IPv6 has been de-
signed with such uses in mind. Additional work
specifically looking into an integrated services
model for the Internet, that pre-dates the IPv6 work,
is documented in [23]. Further discussion on the
provision of real-time services within an ATM-
based are presented in [24].

IP networks have often been criticised for
their lack of security (F3). Whilst some of this is
directed at applications (e.g. SMTP mail), IPv4 does
not have any native security features. However, IPv6
                                                       
5 This is assuming that each STB has it’ s own IP address

– this does not have to be the case.

does have native security features [25] providing
privacy, authenticity and data integrity mechanisms.
Firewall technology is also available [26] to provide
site-based packet filtering. The work in [25] and the
use of [26] can also be applied to IPv4.

Multicast capability (F4) has been available
on the Internet for some time. It is possible to tunnel
multicast communication even over non-broadcast
(point-to-point) networks. For the CPN, MAC
LANs have native broadcast facilities which can be
directly used to support multicast. Over the wide
area, other considerations are necessary. The neigh-
bourhood LAN model should allow current mul-
ticast mechanisms to be employed. Such traffic is
normally at an acceptable level in the CPN but the
exact dynamics of how this traffic may affect the
many users of a neighbourhood LAN need further
investigation. It may be that users are required to
pay a premium to the ISP or CATV network opera-
tor to have access to the multicast address space. So,
resource control mechanisms and packet filtering
(e.g. based on firewalls) will be very important to
cable operators offering such IP services.

In the ATM model, there are some funda-
mental differences in the group communication
model which need to be addressed and these are
summarised in [27]. A solution to these issues is
under consideration [28] and it proposes the use of a
multicast address resolution server (MARS) and
(optionally) a multicast server (MS) to support the
Internet model over ATM.

IPv4 has no native resource control or QoS
mechanisms (F5). IPv6 specifications are more
“resource aware”. For instance, the IPv6 packet
header now contains a 24bit flowID field (the same
size as an ATM VPI/VCI6) which could, for exam-
ple, be used to distinguish packets that contain dif-
ferent types of media to implement a class-based
QoS control mechanism. However, IP has no direct
signalling facilities which can be used to explicitly
ask for resources. Instead, the Internet model uses
additional protocols to allow resource reservation
and QoS control. When compared with ATM, the
fundamental difference is that ATM uses the same
protocol – Q.2931 – to set up a VC and to signal the
QoS requirements of the VC, whilst the Internet
model signals the QoS requirements separately from
the set-up the information flow. A comparison
summary of ST2+, RSVP and ATM is presented in
RFC1821 [24]. Other signalling issues are discussed
in [29].

The implementation of F5 in the DAVIC
model would require further investigation. With a

                                                       
6 The use of this field, however, remains a point of some

discussion within the Internet community.
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central server based approach, it should be easy to
control the admission and servicing of resource/QoS
requests. However it is currently unclear how these
might be signalled to the subnetwork level, for in-
stance, by the use of DSM-CC signalling.

Resource/QoS control for the neighbourhood
LAN would require the use of additional packet
classification and scheduling facilities within the
network. Such mechanisms could be combined with
traffic policing or traffic shaping functions that rep-
resent the provider’ s traffic/QoS policies. However,
it may be very computationally expensive to provide
this on a per subscriber basis in the neighbourhood
LAN environment.

V. Summary
The great proportion of residential users

must connect to their ISP by use of modems over
analogue PSTN lines. Cable connections are cur-
rently coaxial cable based links that have a much
higher raw bandwidth with the potential to offer
high data rate services to a subscriber, particularly
in the local area. From the discussion above, it can
be seen that the items F1 to F5 give rise to the fol-
lowing connectivity requirements:

• a suitable network integration interface for
the CPN: the interface at the CPN should be
easy to use by the subscriber and should not
(ideally) significantly change (from a users point
of view) the current model of IP internetworking
which is well understood and widely used. This
requires the maturity of suitable standards,
mainly from the IETF, ATM Forum and IEEE.

• a familiar service offering: users may have
differing requirements of the kind of service that
they require. A residential user will probably not
require the same level of connectivity as a SME
or corporate user. The interface at the CPN
should allow all subscribers to make service re-
quests that change the service they use in some
controllable manner. IP users would like to use
mechanisms like RSVP to adjust the connectiv-
ity that they receive.

• addressing and routing should follow current
and evolving Internet models: the way that the
provider network is configured should not affect
the way in which subscribers choose to set-up
their LIS in the CPN. The provider network
should provide a transparent service, with ap-
propriate address resolution and routing facili-
ties. This may require additional resources in the
provider network which perform address map-
pings or information transforms as necessary.

• secure communication: facilities to allow pro-
tection of data in transit and site-based access

control (firewalls) are required. Such services
may not be required by all users.

• full Internet services: the Internet user should
be able to make use of services such as multicast
communication and resource reservation
through the commonly used interfaces and
mechanisms. The network provider may have to
introduce measures to police and control the use
of such facilities within the network to ensure
fairness and availability of network capacity to
all users.

• high speed, low latency communication: Inter-
net users expect (in some cases need) a high
speed, low latency service to allow real-time in-
teractive applications to function.

The use of ATM in the provider network,
coupled with suitable IP-based protocols, provides
the most attractive route for the provision of IP net-
work connectivity if F1, F2, F4 and F5 are to be
realised (F3 can be realised at the IP level using IP-
based security services). The DAVIC framework
allows for the use of ATM in the provider network,
although the access to ATM interfaces for an IP
user needs to be clarified. There is much work
within the Internet community in providing IP over
ATM, as well as work concerning the realisation of
F1 – F5. It seems sensible to use standards from the
Internet community in implementing Internet serv-
ices, wherever possible. If a LAN-like interface is
required for the CPN, then work from IEEE 802.14
and the ATM Forum should be considered.

The neighbourhood LAN model is a simple
model that is relatively easy to implement. It can
provide the CPN with an interface that is familiar to
many IP users, but may not be able to provide F3
and F4 without significant effort or additional re-
sources employed within the provider network.

The DAVIC model, using MPEG-2, has the
advantage that it conforms to the DAVIC frame-
work. However the value of this feature for provid-
ing Internet services is not clear. The DAVIC model
should allow the provision of F1 and F2 but the
DAVIC architecture is still maturing and the role of
IP is unclear. The provision of F4 and F5 within
this model has not yet been investigated but could
be technically challenging at best, impractical at
worst.

At the time of writing, the IPCDN model is
being developed and, as it is an IETF activity, it will
be very significant to the IP community.

The technology exists to provide a broadband
local Internet connectivity, for instance in the form
of a neighbourhood Intranet.
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